CASE STUDY:
BIBBY TOYOTA

WORKING IN strategic
PARTNERSHIP delivers
for Bibby and Toyota
Bibby Distribution is one of the
UK’s leading logistics providers,
with over 90 locations employing
over 2500 people. Bibby provide
contract logistics, warehousing
and distribution services for
household names including
Morrisons, Sainsbury’s, Kellogg’s
and Toyota.
Toyota employs 3000 people in the
UK. It has two manufacturing sites
and over 100 approved dealers
selling cars and providing after
sales care. In 2013 Toyota was
named the world’s greenest brand.

INSPIRE YOUR PEOPLE.
TRANSFORM YOUR BUSINESS.

CASE STUDY:
BIBBY TOYOTA

The Challenge
Toyota had recently extended their parts
distribution contract with Bibby Logistics.
Nick Graham, Bibby Industrial Director, felt
that a new collaborative relationship would
unlock more value for both companies.
Brathay already had a strong track record
with Bibby after delivering two successful
bespoke programmes, and as a result
were approached to bring together key
personnel from Bibby and Toyota to
explore synergies and develop closer
links between the two.

Outcomes
The blend of strategic planning, mixed with
relationship building, made for a powerful
combination. The participants from both
Bibby and Toyota returned from the
workshop with a new sense of collaboration,
a transparent and straightforward strategic
programme to realise cost-saving benefits
and individual commitments from both
organisations on how to implement the
programme. This led almost immediately
to the implementation of new and quicker
distribution solutions using Bibby’s network
to get Toyota parts to their dealers.

THE SOLUTION
Brathay designed a three-day Joint Strategy
workshop for Bibby and Toyota, to achieve
“Brathay helped us deliver a
two main goals: define a joint programme
mutually agreed, transparent
to deliver Toyota UK’s parts distribution
strategy; and build the
strategy plus build intercompany
relationships to deliver the
relationships to bring this programme to
plan. The environment and
life. The Brathay facilitator held one-to-one
structure created by Brathay
conversations with participants before the
was crucial in achieving the
workshop to identify the current stage of
progress we did, in identifying
the partnership, and how participants were
and committing to savings which
prepared to move it forward. Carefully
were not previously apparent.”
facilitated workshops revealed more
Nick Graham
opportunities for collaboration than either
Bibby Industrial Director
company had previously recognised; and
immersive activities enabled individuals
from Bibby and Toyota to pull together.

